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ABSTRACT
This article delves into the cutting-edge realm of artificial intelligence, specifically focusing on its application in marine research via underwater image analysis. It introduces an innovative, integrated approach that combines object detection with image captioning tailored for the aquatic domain. Central to this approach is the advanced technique of image feature extraction, complemented by the strategic implementation of attention mechanisms within neural networks. These mechanisms are key in enhancing the precision and contextual understanding of underwater imagery. The efficacy of this method is underscored by extensive experiments on diverse underwater datasets. Results show notable improvements in detecting and describing complex underwater scenes, thereby providing invaluable insights for marine biologists, environmentalists, and the broader scientific community. This exploration marks a significant advancement in marine research, offering a new lens through which the underwater world can be understood and preserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The enigmatic underwater realm, with its inherent complexities and vastness, poses significant challenges for exploration and analysis. Traditional methodologies often fall short of effectively capturing and interpreting the intricate details of marine environments. Addressing these challenges, this chapter introduces a novel approach that marries advanced machine-learning algorithms for object detection with sophisticated image captioning techniques. At the heart of this methodology lies the innovative use of feature extraction and attention mechanisms in neural networks. Feature extraction in underwater imagery is pivotal, as it allows for the precise identification of various elements within a complex aquatic environment. By harnessing the power of deep learning, the proposed approach effectively extracts salient features from images, enabling more accurate and detailed object detection. This step is crucial in understanding the diverse and often hidden aspects of marine life and topography. Moreover, the incorporation of attention mechanisms in neural networks significantly enhances the analysis. These mechanisms allow the model to focus on specific areas of an image, akin to the way human attention works. By doing so, it can prioritize relevant features and suppress less important information, leading to more accurate and contextually rich interpretations. This is especially important in underwater settings where varying light conditions, turbidity, and other factors can obscure important details.

The integration of these advanced techniques not only improves the accuracy of object detection but also enriches the contextual understanding of underwater scenes. This breakthrough in marine research
technology offers a comprehensive and nuanced perspective of the underwater world, facilitating groundbreaking insights and discoveries. Through this approach, marine researchers and environmentalists can gain a deeper, more informed understanding of aquatic ecosystems, aiding in conservation efforts and enhancing our knowledge of the largely unexplored oceanic frontiers. Ueda et al. [1] presenting a model to improve multimodal representations by integrating different modalities, such as recognized objects, sections of optical character recognition (OCR), tokens from OCR, and full images. A further encoding module for linguistic information in OCR tokens, the use of pre-trained contrastive language-image pre-training (CLIP) models, and the addition of attention blocks to enhance TextCaps performance are some of the study's major achievements. The proposed method outperforms baseline approaches on the TextCaps dataset, with a notable increase in the consensus-based image description evaluation (CIDEr) score. The implications for underwater object detection and image captioning include the potential benefits of multimodal integration, enhanced OCR techniques, and attention mechanisms for more accurate analysis in underwater scenarios. Jing et al. [2] focusing on context-driven captioning for news images, the development of a sentence correlation analysis algorithm to extract relevant named entities, and an emphasis on understanding global semantic relations through a semantic knowledge graph. The model generates template captions with placeholders for entities, filled in using an entity-linking algorithm, resulting in richer information, and outperforming state-of-the-art models. Kandala et al. [3] introduces an innovative approach to image captioning using transformer models and multilabel classification, with potential contributions. The study explores a transmission-based system for isolated sensing photo tagging, leveraging its sequential data handling capabilities.

The novel use of multilevel categorization as a supplementary thing proves effective in handling limited training data and improving overall model performance. The multitask framework, featuring a common transformer encoder and separate decoders for caption generation and multilabel classification, allows effective training with limited data. Experimental validation on the University of California-merced caption dataset demonstrates the method’s effectiveness over traditional captioning approaches. Im et al. [4] presents an innovative method for captioning images by integrating bidirectional analysis for contextual characteristics into a bidirectional content-adaptive recurrent unit (Bi-CARU) model, which captures important image features. To improve relationship extraction and determination, an attention layer is added, which focuses on the features generated by content-adaptive recurrent units (CARU’s) context-adaptive gate. The suggested convolutional neural network (CNN) to Bi-CARU system works superior to existing systems, according to iterative data, highlighting its competence in extracting contextual information and offering comprehensive image descriptions. Yeh et al. [5] introduces a unique approach to underwater object detection, emphasizing the joint learning of object detection models by color conversion and object detection through a lightweight deep neural network, contributes by introducing a joint learning approach, addressing color distortion in underwater images with a lightweight model suitable for battery-powered autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). The proposed model generates underwater images for training, overcoming data scarcity challenges, and includes an effective color conversion module to enhance object detection while maintaining computational efficiency. Experimental validation demonstrates the model’s promising results. Galassi et al. [6] offers a comprehensive overview of attention mechanisms in neural architectures, specifically focusing on their applications in natural language processing (NLP). As it explores advanced attention models that can play a pivotal role in image captioning and object detection. The key contributions include a systematic overview and taxonomy of attention models, a unified model for attention architectures, and discussions on empirical applications across various NLP tasks, along with insights into future directions and challenges in the field. Liu et al. [7] covers all the important topics related to underwater object detection in detail. The study discusses difficulties found in underwater settings, like target blur, low contrast, and color offset.

Using the swin transmission as the solid backup, integrating the path aggregation network for improvised different level attribute mixture, and enhancing region of interests (ROI), pooling to align ROIs are some of the major achievements, implementation of online hard example mining (OHEM) for efficient training, and comprehensive experimental validation and comparisons showcasing the superior performance of the proposed algorithm. The literature review spans critical topics, including underwater object detection challenges, the swin transformer and deep learning applications, feature fusion techniques, ROI pooling variants, hard example mining, comparative studies of object detection models, and challenges in underwater image processing. This comprehensive exploration contextualizes the paper's contributions within the broader landscape, emphasizing its significance in addressing the specific challenges of underwater object detection through advanced deep-learning approaches. Wang et al. [8] makes a substantial contribution to the detection of underwater targets by combining deep learning methods with polarization imaging. The technique reduces the effect of backscattered light. To address issues including complicated clustering, lower side identification, and ultimate cluster. The suggested approach maximizes detection and feature extraction by combining polarization gradient and edge detection algorithms, demonstrating improved performance in clustering settings. It underscores the complexity of underwater target detection and the limitations of traditional imaging methods.
The methodology employs deep learning, constructing a neural network with input from four polarization component images to map target characteristics. Experimental results, conducted in simulated turbid underwater environments, demonstrate the method's superiority in detecting multiple material targets, particularly in scenarios with overlapping targets. It emphasizes the novelty of the approach, attributing its effectiveness to the innovative use of polarization parameters and the integration of deep learning techniques, positioning it as a promising method for polarized target detection in challenging underwater environments. Li et al. [9] provides a comprehensive solution to enhance underwater target detection and positioning for remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) [10]. Addressing challenges posed by poor visibility and dynamic underwater environments, the authors propose a vision-based approach combining the you only look once transformer (YOLO-T) algorithm, an enhanced version of YOLOv5, with a target positioning algorithm. YOLO-T [11] incorporates the ghost module and squeeze-and-excitation (SE) attention module for improved speed and accuracy, and image processing techniques further enhance detection results. The target positioning algorithm [12] estimates both position and attitude using a monocular camera, involving artificial underwater target design and feature point detection [13]. Extensive experiments in various settings validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed approach, emphasizing YOLO-T’s effectiveness in target detection and the positioning algorithm's robustness in different underwater conditions. Stability tests confirm continuous stability and robustness, which are crucial for real-world applications [14]. The paper concludes that the approach significantly enhances underwater target detection and positioning, suggesting future work to refine the YOLO-T algorithm for underwater targets and extend the method to real-time tracking in diverse underwater missions [15]. Research contributes significantly to underwater robotics by integrating advanced deep learning algorithms with innovative positioning techniques, promising advancements in underwater robotic applications [16].

Overall, this paper outlines a pioneering approach to exploring the complexities of underwater environments through the integration of advanced machine learning and image processing techniques [17]. Traditional methods often struggle to capture and interpret the intricate details of marine settings effectively [18]. Each contribution, from improving multimodal integration [19] and enhancing OCR [20] techniques to innovative uses of deep learning for color distortion correction in underwater imagery [21], underscores the potential of this approach to address the specific challenges faced in underwater exploration [22]. Notably, the application of deep learning in conjunction with polarization imaging and advanced detection algorithms [23] shows promise in overcoming visibility [24] and scattering issues common in marine environments. Through such technological advancements, the methodology not only promises to enhance our understanding of aquatic ecosystems but also contributes to the development of more effective conservation strategies and underwater robotic applications, marking a significant leap forward in the field of marine exploration and research.

2. METHOD

2.1. Image preprocessing

The initial stage in our underwater image analysis involves a systematic image preprocessing protocol designed to standardize the input data for machine learning analysis. This step is critical for ensuring consistency across the dataset, a fundamental requirement for the neural network's effective performance. Each image is resized to a uniform dimension of 299×299 pixels. This uniformity is crucial for input consistency across the information. Resolution is generalized to a standard scale, increasing the throughput of system testing by ensuring that input data operates on a common scale. To augment the diversity of our dataset and thereby enhance the model's generalization capability, we apply several image augmentation techniques. These include rotation (at angles of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°), horizontal and vertical flipping, and random cropping. Each technique is applied to simulate varied environmental conditions and perspectives encountered in underwater imagery.

2.2. Feature extraction with pretrained convolution neural network

Following preprocessing, we extract relevant features from the images using the Inception ResNetV2 model, pretrained on the ImageNet dataset. This stage is vital for identifying high-level features that are crucial for the accurate analysis and understanding of underwater scenes. The Inception ResNetV2 model is chosen for its depth and complex architecture, which is highly effective in capturing detailed textures and patterns in the images. Utilizing TensorFlow and Keras libraries, we leverage Inception ResNetV2’s pretrained capabilities on the ImageNet dataset to enhance feature detection and extraction. This approach allows the model to effectively identify and highlight key aspects of the underwater imagery, which are crucial for subsequent analysis phases. In the context of marine research, these extracted features play a vital role in identifying species, assessing habitat conditions, and monitoring changes in the underwater environment. The use of a pretrained CNN like Inception ResNetV2 not only streamlines the feature extraction process but also ensures a high level of accuracy and reliability in the analysis of complex underwater scenes.
2.2.1. Inception ResNetV2

The utilization of TensorFlow and Keras libraries provides a solid foundation for model development, capitalizing on their capabilities for efficient computation and neural network construction. The deep CNN component, specifically the Inception ResNetV2 model, serves as a powerful tool for extracting intricate features from input images. A CNN design called Inception ResNetV2 integrates the ideas of residual networks and the Inception architecture. To better utilize the benefits of residual connections for training convergence and model performance, Google unveiled it as an addition to the Inception family of models. Because the model has been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset, it has access to a plethora of knowledge that improves its capacity to identify and record significant patterns in underwater imagery. Inception ResNetV2 architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Inception ResNetV2 architecture

2.2.2. Encoder

The input image is processed by the encoder component, which then converts it into a fixed-dimensional representation. Because convolutional neural networks are good at extracting hierarchical features from visual data, they are frequently utilized as image encoders. The encoder in this design is a pre-trained CNN, like Inception ResNetV2. The last layer of the encoder summarizes the important details from the input image by capturing high-level characteristics and creating a context vector. The invisible level \[h_t\] is determined as shown in (1). The encoded model system of the proposed system is depicted in Figure 2.

\[
h_t = f(W^{(hh)}h_{t-1} + W^{(hx)}x_t) \tag{1}
\]

2.2.3. Attention mechanism

The attention mechanism integrated into the model plays a pivotal role in refining the caption generation process by directing the model's focus to pertinent regions within the input image. Two specific types of attention mechanisms, namely additive and standard, are strategically employed to enhance the model's performance. The additive attention mechanism is instrumental in dynamically allocating weights to different parts of the image, allowing the model to prioritize specific regions based on their relevance to the context. This adaptability ensures that the model concentrates more on salient features or objects within the image, contributing to the level of contextually accurate tags. Simultaneously, the standard authentication system is employed to refine the model's attention allocation process further. This mechanism aids in the systematic
examination of different regions of the image, enabling the model to capture nuanced details and relationships that might be crucial for generating precise and meaningful captions. By incorporating both additive and standard attention mechanisms, the model benefits from a comprehensive approach to image analysis during the captioning process. This dual attention strategy enhances the model's capability to synthesize captions that not only accurately describe the content of the image but also reflect a nuanced understanding of the contextual relationships among various elements within the visual data. Ultimately, the attention mechanisms contribute significantly to the overall contextual accuracy and richness of the generated image captions. By combining advanced machine learning algorithms for object detection with sophisticated image captioning techniques, this new methodology aims to overcome these challenges. Central to this approach is the use of feature extraction and attention mechanisms in neural networks, which are crucial for identifying and analyzing various elements within the aquatic environment accurately. An attention mechanism that concentrates on various areas of the input image is integrated into the caption decoder. The decoder selectively focuses on specific segments of the input sequence by using attention. For every example, the attention receives a series of data as a source and outputs an "attention" vector.

$$a_{ts} = \frac{\exp(score(h_t, \bar{h}_s))}{\sum_{j=t}^{T} \exp(score(h_t, \bar{h}_j))} \quad \text{[Attention weights]} \quad (2)$$

In (2) uses a softmax efficiency of the encoder’s final series to determine the attention weights or $a_{ts}$.

$$c_t = \sum_s a_{ts} \bar{h}_s \quad \text{[Context vector]} \quad (3)$$

The context vector is determined by (3) using the weighted addition of the encoded finals. Where s is encoder index, t is decoder index, $a_{ts}$ is weights of attention, $\bar{h}_s$ is series of encoded finals which are going to come, $h_t$ is decoded state attending to the seq. $c_t$ is final content terminology, and $a_t$ is resultant output by combining the "context" and "query".

$$score(h_t, \bar{h}_s) = \begin{cases} h_t^T W \bar{h}_s & \text{[Luong’s multiplicative style]} \\ v_a^T \tanh(W_1 h_t + W_2 \bar{h}_s) & \text{[Bahdanau’s additive style]} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

The score function (4), which calculates the scalar logit-score for a key-query pair, is the last stage. For this reason, the multiplicative style of Luong and the additive style of Bahdanau are frequently employed.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this system, the encoder's role is to discern and extract significant features from an image. This task is accomplished using a deep CNN based on Inception ResNetV2, renowned for its efficiency in processing visual information. Following this, the decoder comes into play, where it is enhanced by an attention system. This setup enables the system to concentrate on particular things of the image while generating a sequence of words, resulting in a coherent and relevant caption. The decoder employs a RNN with GRU, a sophisticated framework known for its proficiency in handling sequential data and producing precise descriptive captions. This architecture is a strategic blend of advanced neural network techniques, ensuring the generation of accurate and context-aware captions for a wide range of underwater photos. The pipeline block diagram of tag producing system is as shown in Figure 3.
3.1. Caption generation and model evaluation

The model's caption generation process incorporates a probabilistic approach, a strategy aimed at introducing variability and creativity in the language used to describe the visual content. This approach is particularly pertinent in the context of underwater scenes, which are inherently diverse, dynamic, and sometimes unpredictable. In a probabilistic caption generation approach, the model does not deterministically produce a single fixed caption for a given image. Instead, it introduces an element of randomness or uncertainty into the captioning process. The model assigns probabilities to different words or phrases, allowing for a range of potential captions to be generated for the same image. By adopting a probabilistic strategy, the model introduces linguistic variety in the generated captions. This means that for a single image, the model has the capacity to produce multiple, diverse captions during different runs or instances of caption generation. The resultant probabilistic caption generation is as shown in Figure 4.

Our model exhibits a marked improvement in extracting salient features from underwater imagery and generating contextually relevant captions. The probabilistic approach to caption generation not only introduces linguistic diversity but also enhances the relevance and accuracy of the captions produced. As delineated in Table 1, the progressive optimization of our model versions—from image_captioning_model_v1_6_30_finetune to image_captioning_model_v4_40_200_finetune demonstrates substantial advancements in both training and validation metrics, with the latter achieving a training accuracy of 87.57% and a validation accuracy of 92.10%. Comparing our results with existing studies, it's evident that the integration of an attention system significantly augments the system's capability to concentrate on pertinent aspects of an image, thereby enriching the quality and relevance of generated captions. This approach mitigates the limitations observed in traditional CNN-based models, which may overlook dynamic and context-specific elements in underwater scenes.
Despite these advancements, our approach is not without its limitations. The model's performance, while superior in controlled settings, may vary in real-world applications due to the unpredictable nature of underwater environments. Further, the complexity of the model architecture necessitates substantial computational resources, potentially limiting its accessibility for real-time applications. The promising results of this study pave the way for future research to explore the integration of more nuanced probabilistic models and advanced attention mechanisms. Future work could also investigate the application of this framework in other complex imaging contexts, potentially broadening the scope and utility of artificial intelligence (AI) driven caption generation. In summary, this study underscores the efficacy of combining deep learning architectures with attention mechanisms to enhance automated image captioning, particularly in the nuanced and variable domain of underwater imagery. Our findings not only give to the present state of wisdom but also highlight the potential for upcoming technologies in the field of AI-driven image analysis. This research exemplifies how technological advancements can be leveraged to improve our understanding and interaction with the marine ecosystem, ultimately contributing to its preservation and study.

4. CONCLUSION

The findings presented in this paper underscore the transformative potential of machine learning technologies in the realm of marine research, setting a new benchmark for the field. By leveraging advanced pre-trained models like Inception ResNetV2 and incorporating sophisticated attention mechanisms, our approach has demonstrated significant improvements in the accuracy and contextual relevance of automated image captions over previous methodologies. This enhancement is not merely incremental; it represents a paradigm shift in the precision and applicability of AI tools for marine studies. Our model outperforms previous work by harnessing the latest advancements in deep learning to capture the nuanced intricacies of marine imagery. The integration of attention mechanisms allows for a more granular understanding of complex marine scenes, enabling the model to identify and describe specific elements with unprecedented accuracy. This leap in performance is pivotal for marine conservation efforts, as it provides researchers and practitioners with a powerful tool to monitor, analyze, and protect the marine environment with an efficiency and scale hitherto unachievable. The future scope of this research is vast and promising. The next steps consist of increasing data to include a larger number of marine ecosystems and species, further refining the model's ability to discern and articulate the rich biodiversity of our oceans. Additionally, integrating real-time data analysis capabilities could revolutionize how we respond to environmental challenges, allowing for proactive rather than reactive conservation strategies. The potential for cross-disciplinary applications is also immense, ranging from enhancing climate change models with more accurate oceanic data to improving sustainable fishing practices through a better understanding of marine habitats. Moreover, the advancement of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) techniques presents an exciting frontier for making these complex models more transparent and accessible to a wider audience, including policymakers, conservationists, and the public. By demystifying the workings of AI in marine research, we can foster a more informed and collaborative approach to tackling the pressing environmental difficulties in front of our earth.
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Table 1. Model evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Training loss</th>
<th>Validation loss</th>
<th>Training accuracy</th>
<th>Validation accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image_captioning_model_v4_40_200_finetune</td>
<td>0.1243</td>
<td>0.0790</td>
<td>0.8757</td>
<td>0.9210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image_captioning_model_v3_30_150_finetune</td>
<td>0.1788</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
<td>0.8212</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image_captioning_model_v2_10_50_finetune</td>
<td>0.2208</td>
<td>0.1976</td>
<td>0.7792</td>
<td>0.8021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image_captioning_model_v1_6_30_finetune</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
<td>0.2775</td>
<td>0.5609</td>
<td>0.7225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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